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Questions
• How do you position yourself as an effective and
user-friendly provider of scientific information?
• What actions and communication pathways can be
used to communicate solicited and unsolicited
(relevant) scientific information?
• What are the incentives and deterrents for
communicating scientific research to end-users?

How do you position yourself as an effective
and user-friendly provider of scientific
information?
1. Preparation
(skills, contacts, presence)

Science is not authoritative
unless you are seen to be
doing things in peace time
K. Gledhill, GeoNet director

http://inspiringaustralia.net.au/toolkit/

How do you position yourself as an effective
and user-friendly provider of scientific
information?

2. Promptness and proficiency
Saying yes (a lot): 118 talks; 123 print, digital,
radio interviews; 47 television interviews; 9
documentaries; 23 op ed pieces since 2010
Maximum response time to external media
request to ensure your utility: news media on
breaking story (minutes to hours), written
content, perspective piece (<1-2 days),
documentary (1-5 days)
Post-response interview cancellation or content
do-not-use rate: 5-20%
Time allowance per event: minutes to days
Relevance window: responding to major event
half life <1-2 days; no traffic increase if
response >7-9 days; article half-life (hours to
<1-2 days)
Quigley, M.C, Forte, A.M., (2017) Science website traffic in
earthquakes Seismological Research Letters, DOI: 10.1785/0220160172

How do you position yourself as an effective
and user-friendly provider of scientific
information?
•

3. Breadth of knowledge (and resourcefulness)
Staying relevant during evolving and complex
issues

Diverse roles: Science providers, contact
facilitators, critics and conscience of society,
science brokers, supporters of colleagues, etc
Battling pseudoscience
Correcting uninformed commentary
Filling the vacuum with relevant science
Who knows the most and can they assist me?
You are only as credible as your last Google
search
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•
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•

Specifics of earthquakes in NZ, Australia, Italy,
Nepal, Japan, Greece, etc
Future seismicity
Fault structure and quake potential
Earthquake prediction and precursory
phenomena
Properties of seismic waves (f, λ, ν)
Earthquake triggering (stress changes, tidal /
lunar triggering, human activities, fracking)
Liquefaction
Rockfall / landsliding
Sinkholes
Geological history of Christchurch and
Canterbury
Tectonic setting of NZ, Australia
Land use planning (fault setback dist, red zone
decisions, etc)
Resilient urban design
Future flood hazard
Science and policy
Science communication

How do you position yourself as an effective
and user-friendly provider of scientific
information?
4. Resilience (public, colleagues)

Dale #10 08:36 am Jul 02 2012
Mr Quigly should stick to geology.
Those that died in the quakes died in
multi-storey buildings. Who would
want to live in one?
simon #22 09:35 am Jul 02 2012
Mark, stick to looking at wobbly
ground, u know nothing about housing,
there are already high density housing
projects in the area and they are
ghettos
David #46 01:21 pm Jul 02 2012
Excellent idea from Dr Mark Quigley, it resolves many issues,
such as: dislocation of communities, urban sprawl - which
wastes precious resources (land, feul to commute, new
infrastructure - roading & other service, costs are kept down),
and keeps growth in Christchurch
Rose #31 10:45 am Jul 02 2012
Interesting comments from everyone, Give the guy a break at least he
is coming up with ideas and talking about them. Personally I think the
Mark Quigley is the best thing to have been discovered in Christchurch
since the Big Quake on 4th September, and has been open and honest.

What actions and communication pathways
can be used to communicate solicited and
unsolicited (relevant) scientific information?

Quigley, M.C et al (2018) Provision and utility of
earth science and uncertainty in decision-making

Case study. Timing and frequency of past rockfall
events in Christchurch hill suburbs

Mackey, B., and Quigley, M. (2014) Strong proximal earthquakes revealed by cosmogenic 3He dating of prehistoric rockfalls, Christchurch,
New Zealand, Geology, 42 (11), 975-978

Mackey and Quigley, in press, Geology

No major rockfalls like in Feb and June 2011 earthquakes in the last 6000 yrs, last event
6000-8000 yrs ago, no evidence for rockfalls triggered by ‘infamous’ faults
Mackey, B., and Quigley, M. (2014) Strong proximal earthquakes revealed by cosmogenic 3He dating of prehistoric rockfalls, Christchurch,
New Zealand, Geology, 42 (11), 975-978

Mackey and Quigley, in press, Geology

PGV modeling consistent with long return times and local seismic sources of rockfall
Mackey, B., and Quigley, M. (2014) Strong proximal earthquakes revealed by cosmogenic 3He dating of prehistoric rockfalls, Christchurch,
New Zealand, Geology, 42 (11), 975-978

Mackey and Quigley, in press, Geology

Communication timeline
• Alerted the press to possible story once paper was submitted
for review
• Paper accepted, but waited until paper was published before
doing any media interviews
• Couldn’t justify spending $3000 NZ on ‘open access’, so science
not publically available through publisher
• No visuals – time constraints on getting story out and space
constraints on story
• Interviews conducted with 2 authors of paper, GNS, CCC over 2
days, hours of effort, detailed emails shared, due diligence
followed
• A careful and thorough ‘by the book’ media approach

The morning after
Quake with Feb 2011 strength 700 years
away
Quake with Feb 2011 strength 7000 years
away

• Story cut to 350 words
• Funding agencies not
listed
• Research publication not
listed
• Headline dramas
• Lots of complaining
• Scientists annoyed
• Reporter feels bad
• Editor willing to make
changes and corrections
• Too late BUT….

Stakeholder (affected resident) read news
article
Stakeholder request for research contribution
to land use decision making
Request to enter research into evidence
Expert witness testimony
Results considered within decision-making
framework

What are the incentives and deterrents for
communicating scientific research to endusers?

INCENTIVES
• Increasingly tied to career progression
• Outreach and communication mandates embedded within grant
applications
• Increasing competitiveness, breadth and prestige of science
communication awards
• Scientists who can communicate well can increase their research
profiles and become c-grade celebrities – we own this space!
• Increased popularity and reach of social media in science
• Science communication now an integrated part of the scientific process

• Scientists as entrepreneurs, self-marketing businesses, brands

What are the incentives and deterrents for
communicating scientific research to endusers?

DETERRENTS
• Communication request is outside my specific area of expertise
• I do not have time to respond to the request in an appropriate
timeframe
• There are hierarchies / politics / protocols that I feel limit my ability to
undertake the communication
• I am worried above receiving negative commentary on my
communication(s) from my colleagues
• I am worried about being misquoted in the media
• I am worried about journal embargoes

• etc

What are your incentives and deterrents for
communicating scientific research to endusers?
Please assist me to understand this using the anonymous survey
sheet provided
-Folded up and placed in envelope
-Drop in to my mailbox at UoM
-Slide under my office door Rm 420B
-Tell me to come and pick it up
-Results will be shared and compared to ECR winners of prestigious
science communication prizes in NZ and Australia
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